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After three years of pandemic pandemonium that has all but destroyed the New Zealand we knew and loved, we are heading

into an election with all the major parties omitting to discuss or even mention what happened and why. So what did happen?

Our health system has been all but destroyed:
It has become di�cult to see a GP, with  . More than 50% of main centre health clinics

are now closed to new patients.

wait times commonly up to four weeks

EDs are overwhelmed with some ambulances   for up to four hours with seriously ill patients on board,

, but politicians like David Seymour, hoping to govern our country for the next

three years, are in denial.

waiting on the ramp

Excess deaths are continuing at high levels

The media is going along with stories of mismanagement and staff shortages, but they are failing to mention the

fundamental cause—incidence of illness is up dramatically (see  , while strokes, cancers, stillbirths, etc.

are also up). Why?

heart disease up 83%

It is not hard to �nd con�rmation if you are prepared to look for answers in published scienti�c literature and overseas

reports.

A   published in   on August 3rd has found a signi�cant association

between Covid vaccination and cardiac related deaths.

meta-analysis Human Vaccines and Immunotherapeutics

 show a 51% decrease in live births and an increase in deaths.

A   published in Obstetrics and Gynecology July 14 2023 has found high levels of adverse outcomes among infants

related to mRNA vaccine dose levels.   con�rms the risks of miscarriage and stillbirth are high following Covid

vaccination.

Figures released by the Singapore Government

study

US VAERS data

You can listen to an .audio version of this article here

https://hatchardreport.com/
https://www.nzherald.co.nz/nz/patients-waiting-up-to-4-weeks-to-see-a-gp-while-half-of-clinics-in-urban-centres-are-full/HRHHSE5BKRENNBVEIYFXSSBKDE/
https://www.newshub.co.nz/home/new-zealand/2023/08/am-s-ryan-bridge-slams-te-whatu-ora-s-200-communications-workers-for-not-fronting-for-interview-after-worst-ever-day-of-ramping.html
https://hatchardreport.com/fact-check-david-seymour-says-we-have-no-excess-deaths-is-he-right/
https://hatchardreport.com/heart-attacks-have-increased-by-83-percent/
https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/full/10.1080/21645515.2023.2230828
https://twitter.com/_aussie17/status/1688526772969869312
https://www.igor-chudov.com/p/covid-vaccines-harm-newborns-study
https://twitter.com/stkirsch/status/1680749993702080513
https://hatchardreport.media/the-uninformed-election-that-has-become-a-gateway-to-chaos/
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Clare Craig, former NHS pathologist,   that Covid deaths are continuing at elevated levels in highly vaccinated

countries, but have fallen to almost zero in countries with low vaccination rates.

reports

 among younger persons continue to rise. A   in the journal   indicates that

vaccine-induced myocarditis cases can relapse months after apparent initial recovery.

Rates of sudden cardiac death report Vaccine: X

These are just a few among hundreds of reports surfacing overseas and in scienti�c literature that are being completely

ignored by the New Zealand media and elected politicians. In Australia and some other countries, as we have been

reporting,   has just become a topic that can be openly discussed. See   for comments from

medical professionals concerning some of these injuries. The silence in New Zealand is deafening.

the high rate of vaccine injury here

Just think what this means for our future. Those standing for election among the major parties are:

 Happy to tolerate manipulation of media content

 Unable to learn vital lessons from the failures of pandemic policy

 Mindlessly swallowing excuses offered by those to blame for deaths, including themselves

 Unable to press the emergency button as people die in unprecedented numbers (and it is not from Covid)

 Unable to grasp the risks of biotechnology experimentation

The facile policies on offer from the major parties are mind numbing in their naivety. The National Party and ACT want to

deregulate biotechnology because they say it will boost the economy and health of the nation. Do they even read the

newspapers? Read this tale of woe in today’s UK Guardian headlined “

”.

Sales at vegan burger maker Beyond Meat fall by

almost a third

Consumers don’t want biotech food, they can’t afford it, and they don’t trust it for good reasons. It isn’t even pro�table.

Biotech food companies riding high on an investment bubble a couple of years ago are now worth pennies in the dollar. Many

are even going bankrupt. Consumers are apparently asking questions and preferring safe, natural ingredients like chickpeas,

a preference the failing biotech food companies ludicrously describe as the work of special ‘interest groups’.

https://hatchardreport.com/
https://twitter.com/ClareCraigPath/status/1688283246595850242
https://twitter.com/DowdEdward/status/1677501405727461378
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S2590136223000591
https://twitter.com/_aussie17/status/1686131824932896769
https://www.medscape.com/sites/public/covid-19/vaccine-insights/how-concerned-are-you-about-vaccine-related-adverse-events
https://www.theguardian.com/business/2023/aug/08/sales-at-vegan-burger-maker-beyond-meat-fall-by-almost-a-third
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Biotechnology experimentation is not safe, but it is proliferating with government encouragement. Even with the best

intentions, accidents occur. See this   on possible unsafe testing labs in New Zealand handling typhoid bacteria. This is

just an inkling of what might happen if the industry is deregulated as National and ACT are suggesting. In the USA, lack of

regulation has led to the proliferation of unsafe labs handling deadly pathogens. Moreover, much of the work being

undertaken is so highly dangerous it could wipe out mankind.

report

Of gain of function research, Kevin M. Esvelt, an evolutionary and ecological engineer at MIT,   in a 2021 opinion

piece:   Purposefully creating a pathogen that

could wipe out millions of people—regardless of its hoped-for bene�t—is   global security and biodefense expert Dr.

Laura Kahn told the author of a comprehensive   covering the topic.

wrote

“I implore every scientist, funder, and nation working in this �eld: Please stop.”

“insanity,”

article

Contrast this with the dangerous drivel being spoon fed to the New Zealand public in support of crazy biotech

experimentation. Last week Jesse Mulligan featured a   with an American English teacher (???) Ted Anton. Together

these two poorly informed in�uencers manage to describe genetic modi�cation as similar to, and as safe as, making cheese

or jam or home. They promised us a bright economic future and a giant evolutionary leap that can be engineered as simply

as driving a car. I could go on—the inaccuracies and unsubstantiated wild claims in this podcast include working cures for

cancer based on synthetic biology—they don’t exist, but we won’t know it if we trust Jesse Mulligan for medical advice—we

shouldn’t.

podcast

From a published science perspective this is laughable and would remain so if it wasn’t for the fact that our politicians

appear to be basing their projected policies on similar levels of misinformation. They are planning to lead us into an entirely

imaginary dazzling biotech future. At the same time they are refusing to discuss the adverse events that actually happened

on an unprecedented scale during the pandemic, and are still happening.

https://hatchardreport.com/
https://www.stuff.co.nz/national/health/132679822/two-lab-workers-in-three-months-hospitalised-with-rare-typhoid-infections-caught-at-work
https://www.washingtonpost.com/opinions/2021/10/07/manipulating-viruses-risking-pandemics-is-too-dangerous-its-time-stop/
https://www.thefp.com/p/anthony-faucis-deceptions
https://www.rnz.co.nz/national/programmes/afternoons/audio/2018901580/when-technology-takes-over-from-nature
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If you are planning to vote for one of the currently elected parties and think that will change things, think again. Unfortunately,

there is only one political party, with a chance of being elected, currently discussing the outcomes of the pandemic and

planning to hold an independent inquiry, and that is NZ First. Whether we like it or not, that is the stark reality we face. Each of

us will make up our own mind and that is everyone’s right. Personally, I am planning to vote for Winston. All the other parties

currently registering in the polls appear ready and eager to lead us further down the dangerous, unhealthy, chaotic pandemic

path we traversed.

Government o�cials have warned that  . If Labour, the Greens, the Maori Party, ACT, or National get

in, I agree. They all played their role in pandemic policies, roles they appear eager to hide and forget. So I leave you with this

thought: the authoritative Washington Post has noticed that society is falling apart.  , people have

forgotten how to behave in social situations like going to the movies, attending theatres, meeting friends or even �ying on a

plane saying:

NZ faces a bleak future

According to the Post

“Nobody’s quite figured out where everyone’s good
manners have gone — and what is exactly causing the
current collapse in civility.”

Now I wonder what might have caused that? When we mark our ballot paper, let’s not make the next three years worse.

Dr Guy Hatchard

09 August 2023
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This schizophrenic juxtaposition of events is 
coming to an election booth near you.

https://hatchardreport.com/
https://www.stuff.co.nz/national/politics/132658217/its-a-bit-bleak-government-officials-warn-of-the-future-new-zealand-faces
https://www.washingtonpost.com/lifestyle/2023/08/05/barbenheimer-bad-movie-behavior/
https://hatchardreport.com/

